Improved Buffer-Aided Multi-Hop Relaying with Reduced Outage and Packet Delay in Cognitive Radio Networks
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Abstract: Cognitive radio networks have emerged to exploit optimally the scarcely-available radio spectrum resources to enable evolving 5G wireless communication systems. These networks tend to cater to the ever-increasing demands of higher data rates, lower latencies and ubiquitous coverage. By using the buffer-aided cooperative relaying, a cognitive radio network can enhance both the spectral efficiency and the range of the network; although, this could incur additional end-to-end delays. To mitigate this possible limitation of the buffer-aided relaying in the underlay cognitive network, a virtual duplex multi-hop scheme, referred as buffer-aided multi-hop relaying, is proposed, which improves throughput and reduces end-to-end delays while keeping the outage probability to a minimum as well. This scheme simultaneously takes into account the inter-relay interference and the interference to the primary network. The proposed scheme is modeled as a Markov chain, and Monte Carlo simulations under various scenarios are conducted to evaluate several key performance metrics such as throughput, outage probability, and average packet delay. The results show that the proposed scheme outperforms many non-buffer-aided relaying schemes in terms of outage performance. When compared with other buffer-aided relaying schemes such as max-max, max-link, and buffer-aided relay selection with reduced packet delay, the proposed scheme demonstrated better interference mitigation without compromising the delay performance as well.
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1. Introduction

The emerging communication systems use higher frequency spectrum and wider bands to transmit at higher data rates. Transmission at higher frequencies limits the range. Additionally, cell sizes are also kept very small to increase frequency reuse and reduce interference. Thus, there is always a need for efficient spectrum utilization, as well as range extension to meet today’s communication requirements. The concept of relays is not new in wireless networks, which were initially used to increase the range, but with the exponential growth in usage of the electromagnetic spectrum, it is also used for improving the spectral efficiency and interference mitigation. The relaying was first standardized in IEEE802.16j [1], and later, in LTE, the use of relays was thoroughly deliberated and various advance relaying strategies considered to meet throughput and coverage requirements [2,3]. Cooperative relaying is yet another unique method for wireless networks that enhances throughput and extends the coverage of the network. In this, the job of relay selection serves as a building block to realize cooperative relaying. In earlier networks, the relays were operated in half-duplex mode to minimize problems arising due to transmission and reception in the same frequency band and same time slot. The relaying may solve some of the above-mentioned problems in
wireless networks, but we still need to address the problem of efficient utilization of the frequency spectrum. According to the FCC, the existing frequency bands are not efficiently utilized in time and space. This encourages the unlicensed users to use the spectrum opportunistically.

The idea of cognitive radio (CR), first proposed by Mitola [4], allows unlicensed users, also called secondary users (SUs), to share the licensed spectrum in time and space without interfering with primary users’ (PUs) communication, thus increasing the spectral efficiency. The opportunistic use of the spectrum by the secondary users can be categorized on the basis of its existence along with the primary users [5], which could be in three possible ways, i.e., (i) underlay, (ii) overlay, and (iii) interweave. In underlay mode, which is of prime interest in our work, the SUs are allowed to transmit their data in the licensed spectrum band when PUs are also transmitting. The interference temperature model is imposed on SUs’ transmission power so that the interference at a PU receiver is within the interference temperature limit and PUs communication unaffected or minimally affected. The first cognitive radio wireless regional area network standard, IEEE 802.22 [6], was developed by the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standard Committee (LMSC) and published in 2011. This standard uses geo-location and spectrum sensing for spectral awareness. It was visualized that if we incorporate relaying in the cognitive radio network and somehow reduce the delays because of successive relaying, then we can get closer to the objective of the most effective utilization of the frequency spectrum.

Contributions

In this work, we consider a buffer-aided multi-hop relay integrated cognitive radio network (CRN) model characterized by the interference constraints imposed by the primary network, as well as the interference caused by users of the secondary network, i.e., the CRN. This model also takes into account the channel fading that results in fluctuating signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in each hop, making the average data rate, outage, and delay performance of the multi-hop cognitive network very different from that of non-cognitive networks. Under these constraints, the performance of this underlay cognitive radio wireless regional area network standard, IEEE 802.22 [6], was developed by the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standard Committee (LMSC) and published in 2011. This standard uses geo-location and spectrum sensing for spectral awareness. It was visualized that if we incorporate relaying in the cognitive radio network and somehow reduce the delays because of successive relaying, then we can get closer to the objective of the most effective utilization of the frequency spectrum.

In this work, we consider a buffer-aided multi-hop relay integrated cognitive radio network (CRN) model characterized by the interference constraints imposed by the primary network, as well as the interference caused by users of the secondary network, i.e., the CRN. This model also takes into account the channel fading that results in fluctuating signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in each hop, making the average data rate, outage, and delay performance of the multi-hop cognitive network very different from that of non-cognitive networks. Under these constraints, the performance of this underlay cognitive radio wireless regional area network standard, IEEE 802.22 [6], was developed by the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standard Committee (LMSC) and published in 2011. This standard uses geo-location and spectrum sensing for spectral awareness. It was visualized that if we incorporate relaying in the cognitive radio network and somehow reduce the delays because of successive relaying, then we can get closer to the objective of the most effective utilization of the frequency spectrum.

Contributions

In this work, we consider a buffer-aided multi-hop relay integrated cognitive radio network (CRN) model characterized by the interference constraints imposed by the primary network, as well as the interference caused by users of the secondary network, i.e., the CRN. This model also takes into account the channel fading that results in fluctuating signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in each hop, making the average data rate, outage, and delay performance of the multi-hop cognitive network very different from that of non-cognitive networks. Under these constraints, the performance of this underlay cognitive buffer-aided relay network, operating in virtual duplex mode, is analyzed using a Markov chain-based approach. Therefore, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. A buffer-aided multi-hop relay selection (BAMR) technique is proposed that integrates a virtual duplex multi-hop mechanism with the simple buffer-aided relaying in a CRN; this enables overcoming the possible limitation of incurring additional delays associated with simple buffer-aided relaying. The incorporation of virtual duplexing, a delay-reducing technique, primarily augments the relay selection mechanism, which in turn increases the throughput and reduces end-to-end delay.

2. A Markov chain-based model of the BAMR for an underlay cognitive radio network operating in virtual duplex mode is developed. This model simultaneously takes into account the inter-relay interference and the power constraints imposed by the primary network. The interference from the primary user to the secondary user (at both the receiving relay and the destination) is also considered in the model.

3. Considering finite buffers at the source and the relay cluster, the outage probability, delay, and target rate/capacity are analyzed using the developed Markov modeling framework. For the delay performance, end-to-end delay rather than the delay only at the relay nodes is considered in this work. When compared with contemporary schemes, like max-max [7] and max-link [8], the proposed scheme shows significant improvement in key performance measures that include outage probability, throughput, and average packet delay.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work on buffer-aided schemes is discussed. Section 3 discusses the general system model and benchmark schemes in the context of the underlay CRN. Outage probability, throughput, delay, and target rate are discussed in Section 4, and results are analyzed in Section 5. We discuss various challenges that must be addressed to apply
buffer-aided (BA) relay selection efficiently in 5G networks in Section 6, and finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Related Work on Buffer-Aided CRN

In the recent past, relays with a buffer were incorporated into cooperative relaying, which provided an additional degree of freedom in the selection of links [9] and resulted in improved throughput and a reduction in interference and outage probability, but at the expense of an increase in packet delay. Furthermore, the incorporation of buffers at the relays, i.e., buffer-aided (BA) relaying has resulted in further improvements in cognitive radio’s (CR) performance as well. The fundamental concept is to store packets when conditions are unfavorable and wait till the time when conditions become suitable for transmission. This increases the network resiliency, throughput, and diversity. In [10], the authors discussed the diversity and delay-related problems associated with a BA relay selection scheme. They proposed a unique relay selection policy based on limiting the buffer size at the relay nodes. This scheme results in reducing delay, however at the cost of increased dropping probability. The work in [11] discussed an improved version of max-link that takes into account a predetermined level of interference ($\alpha$) that can be accepted by the primary network. The authors in [12] arbitrarily selected a relay for the primary network, and for the secondary network, selection was done from the remaining available relays. A cognitive max-ratio policy was proposed in [13], in which link selection was based on the maximum channel gain between the secondary transmitter-receiver pair over the product of the interference powers received by the secondary and primary networks. In our work, we aim to provide a better insight into the whole process. Cognitive BA schemes can perform well in delay-tolerant networks (DTN); however, for time sensitive communication, there is a need to improve the delay performance in these relaying schemes. To accomplish this, it would be necessary to somehow increase the data transmission rate while keeping outage to a minimum. The scheme in [14] proposed to give higher priority to the relay-to-destination links. Source-to-relay links are considered when no relay-to-destination link can be selected. The authors assumed that this will resulted in reducing the packet queue lengths at the relay buffers, which in turn will reduce the average packet delay. However, the authors considered these relays in isolation and did not take into account accumulation of packets at the source. The practical source will have finite storage (buffer) and a finite packet arrivals/generation rate, and ignoring packet drops and delays at the source is not realistic. Moreover, it is assumed that all the relays have a fixed buffer size and do not have their own packets to transmit. Thus, this scheme does not represent a realistic scenario and may result in inefficient use of radio resources. Alternatively, if relays can operate in full-duplex mode, simultaneously transmitting and receiving data in each time slot, then throughput can be increased while keeping delay to a minimum. A general representation of full-duplex relaying is shown in Figure 1, but practically, such an implementation is very challenging because there will be strong self-interference between the transmitting and receiving RF chains.

![Figure 1. Self-interference in dual-hop full-duplex relaying.](image)

Recent works [15,16] discusses how the effect of self-interference can be minimized in full-duplex relays by employing a mixed analog-digital method. First, some analog partial self-interference
cancellation technique is employed, thus preventing the receiver’s analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) from being saturated by the transmitter power. This is then followed by digital self-interference cancellation in the baseband domain. In some schemes, self-interference is effectively canceled out by utilizing multiple antennas for transmitting signals. Now, the transmitted signal will superimpose out of phase and therefore cancels at the receiver antennas. In another recent work [17], isolation between the transmitter and receiver was achieved by using a signal splitter and a single antenna.

The concept of using multiple antennas can be utilized to mitigate the effect of self-interference and to isolate the receiver from the transmitter. This can be realized by integrating antennas of physically-separated/distributed nodes, into one system. While each node will be operating in half-duplex mode, but their receivers will not get saturated due to physical distance from the transmitter. We would apply such a virtual full-duplex (VFD) relay scheme formed by two-half duplex relays in our proposed buffer-aided cognitive relaying scheme.

As previously mentioned, this can be seen as the distributed version of full-duplex relaying based on multiple antennas. At each time slot, one of the relays will be in receiving mode, accepting data from the source, while another relay will be in transmitting mode, sending decoded data to the destination, in the same time slot. The role of the relays is swapped in each time interval. This relaying operation is known as successive relaying [18,19]. This way, the source can send a new message to the destination in every time slot as if a full-duplex relay was employed. It is thought-provoking to notice that the network topology so formed seems closer to the well-known diamond relay network, with the addition of one interfering link between the two relays, as shown in Figure 2. Here, one relay will be in transmit mode, while the other will be in receiving. As in full-duplex relaying, one of the main bottleneck is self-interference, thus successive relaying is handicapped by inter-relay interference. For the given successive relaying operation, an upper bound on the achievable rate is easily obtained as follows:

\[
C(SNR) = B \times \log_2(1 + SNR),
\]

where \(C\) is the channel capacity and \(B\) is the bandwidth; this will be referred to as the successive upper bound. Figure 3 gives an overview of full-duplex and virtual full-duplex, i.e., the successive relaying also discussed in [9].

![Figure 2. Virtual full-duplex relaying concept.](image-url)
Various coding schemes can also be used to improve performance under interference. For non-interfering relaying models, it was deliberated in [20] that the full-duplex (FD) scheme performs better than others. This can be realized by locating each relay far from others or in a fixed relay network using highly-directional antennas [21,22]. Again, it was argued in [23] that since the source has accurate information of the relays, transmit signal, and inter-relay interference channel $\gamma_{RR}$, by using the dirty paper coding (DPC) method, it can completely remove the known interference at the desired receiver. Therefore, successive relaying in combination with DPC can mimic the performance of an ideal full-duplex relay in a two-hop network with each relay still operating in half-duplex mode. However in this work, a multi-hop network has not been well studied. In [24], the authors presented a multi-hop decode and forward (DF) scheme and derived a closed-form expression. A multiple-hop DF scheme cannot outperform an ideal full-duplex scheme because of the delays involved in decoding the message first. Thus, the resulting scheme achieves a gap that scales logarithmically with the number of nodes. Furthermore, the proposed quantize-map-and-forward (QMF) scheme is a special case of short-message NNC(SNNC) [25] and has lower decoding delay and complexity through successive decoding instead of joint simultaneous decoding as in [26,27]. In addition, it was shown that compute and forward (CoF) could achieve the upper bound within a 0.5-bit duration if the inter-relay interference level tends to be an integer. An upper bound was also derived that was independent of the number of relays (K) and coincided with the successive upper bound $\log_2(1 + SNR)$.

3. Preliminaries and System Model

We modeled a buffer-aided relay network with virtual duplexing capabilities. In our model, sources communicate with their corresponding destinations through relays. The channel state information (CSI) is initially exchanged between the relays and the source-destination pair. When this phase is completed, a centralized/distributed algorithm selects the best relay to achieve a successful communication between the source and destination.
3.1. Preliminaries

The relaying strategy can be either amplify and forward (AF) or decode and forward (DF). While a DF relay decodes, re-modulates, and retransmits the received signal, an AF simply amplifies and retransmits the signal without decoding. Compared to an AF relay, the complexity of a DF is significantly higher due to its full processing capability. In our model, we used the DF relaying strategy because it will result in better SNR at the destination with less power requirements at the relays, thus, the interference temperature control level at the primary can be achieved efficiently.

Figure 4 shows various techniques of identifying interference to the primary network, which are grouped under two main types: the geo-location technique and spectrum sensing [28]. As mentioned earlier, IEEE 802.22 uses both geo-location and spectrum sensing for spectral awareness. Figure 5 shows how geo-location-based interference management can be used to minimize the interference to the primary network.

![Figure 4. Classification of interference-identifying techniques.](image)

![Figure 5. Geo-location-based interference management.](image)

3.2. CSI and Buffer State-Based Scheme

Channel state information (CSI) represents the characteristics of a communication link between the transmitter and receiver. It describes how a propagating signal from the transmitter to the receiver will be affected by effects such as fading, scattering, and power decaying with increasing distance. The knowledge of CSI makes the transmitter adapt to current channel conditions, which results in a reliable communication at a higher data rate. There can be more than one category of CSI that is instantaneous and statistical. The instantaneous case is acquired if the channel is varying slowly. In the case where the channel is varying very fast, we go for statistical CSI, since the mean and variance remain constant for a relatively longer time. In most cases, the receiver can accurately track the instantaneous state of the channel from pilot signals that are typically embedded within the transmissions. However, for the transmitter, there are two methods to obtain CSI from the receiver.
The first one is based on the channel reciprocity principle, and the second one uses feedback from the receiver. In frequency-duplexed systems, where the up-link and down-link are apart in frequency, the link fading is not reciprocal, and thus, the CSI must be conveyed through feedback, which may incur round-trip delays that are not negligible with respect to the coherence time of the CSI being reported. Therefore, the transmitter is usually deprived of instantaneous CSI. In time-duplexed systems, in contrast, the links are reciprocal as long as the coherence time of the fading process exceeds the duplex time. Thus, the transmitter may have access to reliable CSI at low and moderate levels of mobility. In our work, the channel is sensed, and CSI at the receivers of relays are exchanged among the relays. With regards to instantaneous CSI or statistical CSI, in each case, the approach is different. For simplicity, the model in this work assumes that the location of the primary receiver and instantaneous CSI are available. In this work, a secondary power threshold is adapted for simulations. Figures 6 and 7 show the sequence of CSI exchange among the relays and primary network, in a centralized and distributed manner, respectively [9].

3.3. System Model

In this work, we consider a secondary system consisting of a source (S), with a large but finite buffer of size (M), and a Poisson packet arrival rate. A destination (D) and “K” buffer-aided relays with
buffer size $L$ in between have a single antenna. The primary system in the vicinity has a transmitter (T) and receiver (R) with an interference power constraint (interference temperature) ($Q$) at the primary receiver. The inter-relay interference is represented by $\gamma_{ir}$, and the channel gain from source-to-relay is $|g_{SRi}|$, while from the relay-to-destination is $|g_{RDj}|$ (relay-to-destination) links, where $i$ and $j$ represent the $i^{th}$ (source-to-relay) and $j^{th}$ (relay-to-destination) links. No direct communication link between the secondary source and the secondary destination is considered. A block diagram of the system model is depicted in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. System model.](image)

### 3.4. Analytical Modeling

In order to meet the power constraint requirements, the transmissions from the secondary source and the relay network must satisfy the following condition:

$$|I_{SS\rightarrow PR}|^2P_{SS} + |I_{TRj\rightarrow PR}|^2P_{TRj} \leq Q_{th},$$

(2)

where $Q_{th}$ is the maximum allowable interference power at the primary receiver. Similarly, the acceptable interference at the receiving relay of interest is:

$$|g_{P\rightarrow Ri}|^2P_{p} + |g_{R\rightarrow Dj}|^2P_{TRj} \leq \gamma_{ir},$$

(3)

where $|g_{S\rightarrow Ri}|^2$ is the channel gain for the source-to-relay link and $|g_{R\rightarrow Dj}|^2$ is the channel gain for the relay-to-destination link. $P_{ss}$ is the secondary source transmit power, and $P_{TRj}$ is the transmitting relay transmit power, with the constraint imposed on these power levels. Furthermore, we assume that the source and the relay have rate-adaptation capabilities and can exploit the CSI to their advantage. Similarly, the interference channel gains from the secondary source and the $j^{th}$ transmitting relay to the primary receiver are $|I_{SS\rightarrow PR}|^2$ and $|I_{TRj\rightarrow PR}|^2$, respectively; while $|I_{TRj\rightarrow SR}|^2$ is the interference caused by the transmitting relay to the receiving relay. The primary transmitter will also cause interference to the secondary network; this interference is represented by channel gains $|I_{P\rightarrow Ri}|^2$ and $|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2$ (secondary network receiving relay and secondary network destination, respectively). As we are considering virtual duplex relaying, therefore, in the secondary system, $(S \rightarrow R)$ and $(R \rightarrow D)$ transmissions are performed simultaneously by using the best pair of receiving and transmitting relays. For a given selected relay pair ($i, j$), the received signal at the receiving relay $i$ and at the destination ($D$) is expressed in Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

$$y_{R} = |g_{S\rightarrow Ri}|^2P_{ss} + |I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2P_{PT} + |I_{TRj\rightarrow SR}|^2P_{TRj} + n,$$

(4)
\[ y_D = |g_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{TR} + |I_{PD}|^2 P_{PT} + n, \]  

where \( n \) is the additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean and unit variance and \( P_{SS}, P_{TRj} \) and \( P_{PT} \) are the transmitter powers of the secondary source, the transmitting relay and the primary source, respectively. As we assume that direct communication between the secondary source and secondary destination is not possible, so in Equation (4), the interference by secondary transmission is not considered. For error-free decoding at the receiving relay, the \(|g_{S\rightarrow R}|^2 P_{ss}\) will be greater than \(|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} + |I_{TRj\rightarrow SR}|^2 P_{TRj} + n\). The ratio of these two is termed as SINR and is represented by \( \gamma_{RR} \), and it should be greater than or equal to \( \gamma_{th} \), which is the SINR required at the receiving relay for error-free decoding at the required data rate \( R \). Similarly, at the secondary destination, \(|g_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{TRj}\) should be greater than \(|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} \), and we again define the ratio as \( \gamma_{SD} \), which should be greater than \( \gamma_{th} \). Thus, \( \gamma_{th} \) is the minimum SINR required at the receiving relay, as well as the secondary destination to decode the message at the required data rate. The secondary users cannot control the primary transmitter power, but must curtail its own transmit power to ensure that it remains below the threshold set by the primary network. This is ensured by applying \(|I_{S\rightarrow R}|^2 P_{SS} + |I_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{TRj} \leq Q_{th}\). Here, we need to find the maximum power permitted, both at the secondary source and the relay, as well as the SINR required for the error-free decoding of information at the prescribed data rate for the secondary network. Assuming equal power split in both interfering links as in [29], we have:

\[
|I_{S\rightarrow R}|^2 P_{SS} \leq \frac{Q_{th}}{2},
\]

\[
|I_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{TRj} \leq \frac{Q_{th}}{2},
\]

\[
P_{SS} \leq \frac{Q_{th}}{2|I_{S\rightarrow R}|^2},
\]

\[
P_{TRj} \leq \frac{Q_{th}}{2|I_{R\rightarrow D}|^2}.
\]

Combining the two constraints, the required SINR will be as follows:

\[
\gamma_{RR} = \frac{|g_{S\rightarrow R}|^2 P_{SS}}{2|I_{S\rightarrow R}|^2} \geq \gamma_{th},
\]

\[
\gamma_{D} = \frac{|g_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{TRj}}{2|I_{R\rightarrow D}|^2} \geq \gamma_{th}.
\]

We require a certain minimum signal-to-noise ratio \( \gamma_{th} \) at the receiving relay and the destination to ensure the desired data rate \( R \). Here, \( \gamma_{RR} \) is the SNR at the receiving relay and \( \gamma_{D} \) is the received SNR at the destination. It may be noted that we may not have a \( \gamma_{RR} \) and \( \gamma_{D} \) equal, but they have to be greater than \( \gamma_{th} \) to ensure the desired data rate. Thus, the relay selection protocol based on [12] yields:

\[
\gamma_{RR} = \frac{|g_{S\rightarrow R}|^2 \times P_{SS}}{|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} + |I_{TRj\rightarrow SR}|^2 P_{TRj} + n}.
\]

Substituting the value of \( P_{SS} \) in the above equation, we get:

\[
\gamma_{RR} = \frac{|g_{S\rightarrow R}|^2}{|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} + |I_{TRj\rightarrow SR}|^2 P_{TRj} + n} \times \frac{Q_{th}}{2|I_{S\rightarrow R}|^2};
\]

similarly, we can find:

\[
\gamma_{D} = \frac{|g_{R\rightarrow D}|^2 \times P_{TRj}}{|I_{P\rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} + n}.
\]
and substituting the value of $P_{TR_j}$, thus we have:

$$
\gamma_D = \left( \frac{|g_{R \rightarrow D}|^2}{|I_{P \rightarrow D}|^2 P_{PT} + n} \right) \times \left( \frac{Q_{th}}{2|I_{R \rightarrow D}|^2} \right). \tag{15}
$$

### 3.5. Relay Selection Scheme

The objective of relay selection in CRN is to choose the best relay node such that the corresponding end-to-end throughput from the secondary source (SS) to the secondary destination (SD) is maximized, subject to the constraint that the interference at the primary destination (PD) is below a certain level. As we are using virtual duplex mode in the successive relaying scheme, which implies that the receiving relay is not the transmitting relay in the same time slot, so we use the term relay pair. We represent this pair by subscript $(i,j)$, in our case $i \neq j$. As shown in Figure 7, the relays and the destination exchange CSI and buffer state information. We have already derived the $\gamma_{RR}$ and $\gamma_{jD}$, that is the SINR for both the receiving relay and the destination, while ensuring that the power constraints imposed by the primary receiver are taken into account. Using these, we initiate our relay selection process. The flow diagram of the relay selection scheme is given in Figure 9 and is summarized as follows.

1. The participating relays of the cluster exchange CSI and buffer state information.
2. Among all available relay-to-destination $(R \rightarrow D)$ links, select the link $j$ with the highest SINR $\gamma_{jD}$.
3. Among all available source-to-relay links, select the link $i$ with the highest SINR $\gamma_{RR}$.
4. Check that the same relay is not selected for reception and transmission, i.e., $(i \neq j)$; if the same, then select the next best for receiving as the transmitting relay will be given priority.
5. Check the transmission power constraints imposed by the primary network are met.
6. If the receiving relay buffer is not full, then transmit packets to it, and if the transmitting relay is not empty, transmit packets from this relay; both may be done simultaneously, i.e., virtual duplex relaying is enabled.
7. The scheme goes into outage if no link with requisite SINR is available or the receiving relay buffer is full and the transmitting relay buffer is empty, thus resulting in no change in any of the buffers, i.e., no state change occurs.
8. To exploit higher data rate capability, the priority is given to the link with better SINR from $R \rightarrow D$, but in the case of the source buffer getting full, the priority will change, and $S \rightarrow R$ links with higher SINR will be selected.

Therefore, in the same time slot, one relay will be transmitting, while the other will be receiving the packets, with the condition that among all available $R \rightarrow D$, the best is selected; while the other relay with the best $S \rightarrow R$ link is selected for reception. It is possible that the $S \rightarrow R$ link has a better SINR than the $R \rightarrow D$ link. Moreover, if all $R \rightarrow D$ links are in outage, packets can still be received and stored in the buffer at a relay. Likewise, if all $S \rightarrow R$ links are in outage, packets can still be transmitted if the required conditions are meet. As mentioned earlier, it is also assumed that if the SINR requirements are met, then using high data rates is possible, and more than one packet can be transmitted in one time slot. To validate improvement through our scheme as compared to the scheme proposed in [14], max-max and max-link, we analyze the scheme in terms of outage, capacity, throughput, packet drop rate, and packet delay. We select the best relay pair $R_{\text{Best}(i,j)}$, starting with a $j^{\text{th}}$ link between $R_j \rightarrow D$ for transmitting, followed by the best relay for receiving as shown below. Here, we are also catering for the buffer to be full or empty and the required SINR threshold level at the respective relay.
\[
R_{\text{Best}}^{R \rightarrow D} = \arg \max_{R_j \in \{1, 2 \cdots k\}} \left\{ \bigcup_{L_k \neq 0,} \left| h_{R_kD} \right|^2 \right\}, \tag{16}
\]

\[
R_{\text{Best}}^{S \rightarrow R} = \arg \max_{R_i \in \{1, 2 \cdots k\}} \left\{ \bigcup_{L_k \neq L_j} \left| h_{SR_k} \right|^2 \right\}. \tag{17}
\]

Figure 9. Flow diagram of the relay selection scheme.

The links with the best SINR are found among all the links; both from the source-to-relay cluster and from the relay-to-destination cluster. As our scheme is based on virtual duplexing, i.e., simultaneous transmission and reception at the relay cluster, but not to and from the same relay, we incorporate a modified feature of the scheme in [14]. First, the link with the highest SINR from the...
relay-to-destination is selected, and then, depending on the availability of links from the source-to-relay, a link that may have higher or lower SINR may be selected. Although, transmission and reception are still simultaneous, $R \rightarrow D$ links are given priority, which results in smaller queue lengths as higher data rates are possible in transmission from the relay-to-destination.

4. Outage Probability Analysis

The outage will occur if the instantaneous SINR for all links, that is from the source-to-relay cluster and from the relay cluster to the destination, falls below a certain target SINR corresponding to a target data rate. The probability of a successful transmission from the source-to-relay in general is given by:

$$p_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R} = \frac{1}{K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - e^{-\left( \frac{\gamma_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}}{K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}} \right)} \right)^{K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}} \right),$$

and from the relay-to-destination is given by:

$$p_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D} = \frac{1}{K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - e^{-\left( \frac{\gamma_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}}{K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}} \right)} \right)^{K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}} \right),$$

where $K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}$ is the number of available $S \rightarrow R$ links, which are those for which the buffers of the corresponding relay nodes are not full; otherwise, no relay will be available for receiving the data. Similarly, $K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}$ is the number of $R \rightarrow D$ links for those relays whose buffers are not empty.

4.1. Analysis Using Markov Chain

We analyze the outage probability using Markov chain (MC), where the nodes of MC represent all the possible states of the buffers. The change of state will only occur if there is a successful transmission or reception of packets by the relay. Since this MC is stationary, irreducible, and aperiodic, a steady state exists, i.e., $\pi \times A = \pi$. The MC is constructed in such a way that an outage occurs only when there is no change in the state of the buffers.

While calculating the outage probability, we note that the scheme will be in the outage state under the following two conditions: (i) the buffers at receiving relays are full, and the buffers of the transmitting relays are empty; and (ii) the source or the transmitting relay, due to power temperature constraints at the primary receiver, cannot ensure the required SINR at their respective destinations. In the relay cluster, the number of relays are $K$, each with a buffer size of $L$. At any time, the number of data packets in each buffer determines the state. As there are $K$ available relays and every relay is equipped with a buffer of size $L$, so there are $(L+1)^K$ states in total. The $l^{th}$ vector is defined as:

$$S_l = [R(B_1), ..., R(B_K)], \quad l = 1,...,(L+1)^K. \tag{20}$$

where $R(B_k)$ is the number of data packets in buffer $B_k$ at state $S_l$ and $0 \leq R_l(B_k) \leq L$. Every state corresponds to one pair of $(K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}, K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D})$, corresponding to the number of available source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links, respectively. At state $S_l$, the total number of available source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links is denoted as $K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R}$ and $K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D}$, respectively.

It is clear that $0 \leq K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R} \leq K$ and $0 \leq K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D} \leq K$. If none of the buffers is full or empty, then all links are available such that $K_{Sl}^{S\rightarrow R} = K_{Sl}^{R\rightarrow D} = K$; thus, the total number of links is $2K$. However, in one time slot, by virtue of virtual duplex relaying, there could be two simultaneously active links. Assuming that at time $t$, the state is $S_{n}$, then $S_{n+1}$ could be such that there is a relay receiving data packet, so that the number of packets in the corresponding buffer is increased, and at the same time, there is another relay transmitting data packet, while the number of packets in its buffer is decreased. It is also possible that all source-to-relay links are in outage or all relay-to-destination links are in outage. In this case, there can be only transmission or reception by a relay. Depending on which relay
receives or transmits data, at time \( t + 1 \), the buffer may move from \( S_l \) to one of the several possible states \( \{S_1, S_2, S_3, ..., S_{(L+1)K}\} \). We denote \( \cup_l \) as the set containing all states that can be moved from \( S_l \). Now, as the channels within secondary transmission and the secondary interfering and primary interfering channels are IID (independent and identically distributed) fading channels, we can assume that the SINRs for all channels are also IID. Therefore, the probability of selecting any pair of links is \( \frac{1}{K} \) or one of the \( S \rightarrow R \) links (when all \( R \rightarrow D \) links are in outage) is \( \frac{1}{K} \). Similarly, the probability of selecting any \( R \rightarrow D \) link (when all \( S \rightarrow R \) links are in outage) is again \( \frac{1}{K} \). Further, noting that the state remains unchanged if outage occurs (or decoding is not successful), the outage probabilities that \( S_l \) moves to a state in \( \cup_l \) is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{out}} &= \sum_{l=1}^{(L+1)^K} \pi_l \times p_{S_l}^{\text{out}}, \\
p_{S_l}^{\text{out}} &= p_{\text{out}}^{S \rightarrow R} \times p_{\text{out}}^{R \rightarrow D}, \\
p_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R} &= (1 - e^{-\frac{R}{\gamma_{S \rightarrow R}}})K_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R}, \\
p_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D} &= (1 - e^{-\frac{R}{\gamma_{R \rightarrow D}}})K_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D},
\end{align*}
\]

where, \( R \) is given by \( R = 2^r - 1 \) and \( r_i \) is the rate in bps/Hz. Note that we would calculate \( \gamma_{l,i} \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_{S \rightarrow R} &= |h_{S \rightarrow R}|^2 P_{SS} = \frac{|h_{S \rightarrow R}|^2 Q}{2|g_{S \rightarrow D}|^2}, \\
\gamma_{R \rightarrow D} &= |h_{S \rightarrow R}|^2 P_{RT} = \frac{|h_{S \rightarrow R}|^2 Q}{2|g_{R \rightarrow D}|^2}.
\end{align*}
\]

The outage probability depends on factors like the target data rate we want to achieve, the signal-to-interference and noise ratio, and the number of links available at any given state.

4.2. Stationary Probabilities

We denote the state transition matrix \( P \) as an \((L + 1)^K \times (L + 1)^K\) matrix.

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R} &= \frac{1}{K_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R}} \left( 1 - p_{\text{out}}^{S \rightarrow R} \right), \\
p_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D} &= \frac{1}{K_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D}} \left( 1 - p_{\text{out}}^{R \rightarrow D} \right), \\
p_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R} &= \frac{1}{K_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R}} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{R}{\gamma_{S \rightarrow R}}} \right)^{K_{S_l}^{S \rightarrow R}} \right), \\
p_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D} &= \frac{1}{K_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D}} \left( 1 - \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{R}{\gamma_{R \rightarrow D}}} \right)^{K_{S_l}^{R \rightarrow D}} \right),
\end{align*}
\]

With these observations, the \((n, l)^{th}\) entry of the state transition matrix \( A \) is expressed as:
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\[
P_{\text{Sl}} = \begin{cases} 
  p_{\text{Sl}}^{\text{out}} & \text{if } S_n = S_{\text{Sl}}, \\
  p_{\text{Sl}}^{R \rightarrow D} & \text{if } S_n \in U_{\text{Sl}}^{R \rightarrow D}, \\
  p_{\text{Sl}}^{\text{R}} & \text{if } S_n \in U_{\text{Sl}}^{\text{R}}, \\
  p_{\text{Sl}}^{S \rightarrow R + R \rightarrow D} & \text{if } S_n \in U_{\text{Sl}}^{S \rightarrow R + R \rightarrow D}, \\
  0 & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
\]  

(33)

where \( p_{\text{Sl}}^{\text{out}}, p_{\text{Sl}}^{R \rightarrow D}, p_{\text{Sl}}^{\text{R}}, \) and \( p_{\text{Sl}}^{S \rightarrow R + R \rightarrow D} \) represent the probability of outage, the probability of a packet being transmitted from the relay to the destination, from the source to the relay, and simultaneously from the source to the relay and the relay to the destination, respectively.

State the transition diagram in Figure 10 shows transitions from one state to another depending on the link state, these transitions are governed by Equation (33). The state transition matrix for a two-relay network \((K = 2)\), each with a buffer size of two \((L = 2)\), developed through this model, is depicted in Figure 11.

**Figure 10.** State transition flow diagram, showing one or more arrival and departure.

### 4.3. Delay Analysis

While considering buffer-aided relaying for a delay-tolerant network (DTN), like the data network, outage and packet drops are considered to be important performance metrics and not the delay; however, in time-sensitive communications, like voice communication, delay considerations are of prime importance compared to packet drops. In such networks, we are more concerned with the average delay, which is measured in time slots and is calculated by adding the number of time slots that a transmitted packet resides in the buffers (either at the source or at the relays). Unlike in [14], we considered end-to-end delay, i.e., from source-to-destination, from the time packet was generated (at the source or received at the source) to the time it reaches its final destination; we will call it the network or system delay. Based on Little’s law, the average packet delay of the system is given by Equation (34):

\[
D_{\text{Total}} = D_T = D_S + D_R = \frac{L_s}{\eta_S} + \frac{L_k}{\eta_K}
\]  

(34)

where \( L_s \) and \( L_k \) are the average queue lengths at source and the relay, respectively, and \( \eta_S (\text{source } \rightarrow \text{relay}) \) and \( \eta_K (\text{relay } \rightarrow \text{destination}) \) are the average throughputs. \( K, L, \) and \( l \) are number of relays, the buffer size of each relay, and the buffer state, respectively. As we are considering virtual duplex mode, we used different relays for transmission and reception to avoid loop interference (LI). Thus, a new source packet can be served in each time slot, as in FD relay systems; so that the average delay can be
approximated as the average of the two delays, that is \( D_{\text{average}} = \frac{(D_{\text{up}} + D_{\text{down}})}{2} \). The average queue lengths at the buffers can be determined as:

\[
L_K = \sum_{j=1}^{(L+1)^N} \pi_j R_j (B_K),
\]

(35)

where \( R_j(B_K) \) gives the number of packets (or the buffer length) of buffer \( B_K \) at state \( S_j \) and \( \pi_j \) is the stationary probability of that state. On the other hand, because the probability of selecting any of the relays is the same, the average throughput at relay \( (R_k) \) is given by:

\[
\eta_k^* = \frac{\eta^*}{N} = \frac{(\text{Average throughput of whole system})}{(\text{Number of relays})}.
\]

(36)

where \( \eta^* \) is the average throughput of the overall relay network. For delay-sensitive transmission, the average throughput \( \eta^* \) is obtained as:

\[
\eta_k^* = R \times (1 - P_{\text{out}}),
\]

(37)

where \( R \) is the average data rate of the system (without considering the outage probability). In the proposed scheme, on average, every packet requires one time slot (not necessarily consecutively) to reach the destination due to virtual duplexing, we have \( R = 1 \), and thus, \( \eta_k^* = \frac{1 - P_{\text{out}}}{(1 \times N)} \); finally, the total delay is given below.

\[
D^* = \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{(L+1)^N} \pi_i R_i (B_K)}{(1 - P_{\text{out}})}.
\]

(38)

**Figure 11.** State transition matrix for \( K = 2 \) and \( L = 2 \).

### 4.4. Data Rate and Capacity Analysis

In general, the end-to-end capacity of the multi-hop system depends on the weakest link; however, in this case, the relays are operating in virtual duplex mode, so the capacity will be the
average capacities of the two links. The instantaneous capacity $C$ of a link from the source-to-relay or from the relay-to-destination is given by Shannon’s capacity relation as:

$$C_{(i,j)} = \log_2(1 + \gamma_{i,j}),$$

(39)

where $i$ and $j$ represent the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links, respectively. In one time slot, the end-to-end capacity is $C = \min(c_i, c_j)$, but on average, the capacity will vary and will be the average of the two links, that is:

$$c_{\text{steady state}} = \text{avg}(c_i, c_j).$$

(40)

5. Results and Discussion

A detailed analysis of the performance of the proposed buffer-aided multi-hop relay (BAMR) selection is presented in this section. This analysis is based on the results obtained using Monte Carlo simulations and includes comparison with contemporary schemes as well. At first, we have conducted simulations with a simple topology consisting of a cluster of two relays with a buffer size of two each, transmission rates of 2 bps/Hz, and the SINR varying from 0 dB to 40 dB. Later, we considered additional topologies with varying combinations of these parameters to validate the results of the first set of simulations. We adopted a distributed approach for the coordination of the relay-pair selection process, in which synchronized timers were used. The process started with the broadcast of a pilot sequence by the source, which was used to estimate the $(S \rightarrow R)$ CSI by all K-relays. This was followed by the transmission of the pilot signal by the destination to the relays, which extracted the $(R \rightarrow D)$ CSI. After this, each relay took turns in transmitting pilots to the other $K - 1$ relays that calculated the $(R \rightarrow R)$ CSI. Concurrently, the LI CSI was estimated. Each relay notified the rest of the $(K - 1)$ relays about the status of its buffer. Now, each relay set its timer to be inversely proportional to the level of power required for successful transmission.

The outage probability decreased as the number of relays and buffer size increased, and this was evident from the fact that in general, higher diversity is obtained with more relays and a lower drop rate with larger buffer size. This coincides with our results as shown in the next two figures. Figure 12 shows the achieved average end-to-end data rate for BAMR as a function of the number of relays for various values of buffer sizes. The achievable data rate increased as the number of relays increased (higher diversity), primarily due to the availability of more link pairs. Further, for a small buffer size, the performance can degrade, but with relatively larger buffer sizes, the performance significantly improved (reduction in drop rate).

In Figure 13, the outage probability as a function of the number of relays for BAMR and three other contemporary schemes is shown. It is to be noted that with the higher number of relays to choose from, the possibility of all relays in outage was reduced. This was evident from that fact that the outage probability decreased as the number of relays increased for all four schemes; however, BAMR achieved the best performance compared to the rest of the three schemes.

Figures 14–17 depict the impact of varying the values of SNR on various performance measures such as the data rate, outage, throughput, and delay for BAMR and other contemporary schemes.

Figure 14 shows the average end-to-end rate as a function of SNR for BAMR, as well as for the VFD, max-link, and max-max schemes. The BAMR scheme clearly outperformed the other schemes, and the performance gap became significant with the increasing values of SNR. This gain in performance was due to the fact that the proposed BAMR scheme removed the half-duplex limitation, which significantly enhanced the achievable data rate.
In Figure 15, the outage probability is plotted as a function of SNR for BAMR and also for the max-link, max-max, and Buffer-Aided Full-Duplex (BAFD) schemes. The results indicated the
superior performance achieved with BAMR as compared to the performance achieved using the other three schemes.

![Outage Probability vs. SNR](image1)

**Figure 15.** Outage probability vs. SNR.

The throughput performance as a function of SNR for the BAMR, as well as for BAFD, max-link and max-max schemes is depicted in Figure 16. BAMR attained the best performance of all the schemes over the range of increasing SNR values, enabling achieving higher data rates, as is shown in Figure 14 as well.

![Average Throughput vs. SNR](image2)

**Figure 16.** Average throughput vs. SNR.

The relays with buffers enable opportunistic use of the spectrum, but its full benefits can only be accrued if we are able to transmit the packets residing in the buffers with the minimum delays. Therefore, one of the key feature of a buffer-aided scheme is the average delay, which is measured by counting the number of time slots a transmitted packet stays in a relay buffer. The average delay as a function of SNR for the BAMR, max-link, and max-max schemes is depicted in Figure 17. For this comparative analysis, the buffer size was kept intentionally low in order to keep the delay low for each buffer-aided scheme. It can be noted from the results that BAMR exhibited significantly better
performance compared to that of both the max-max and the max-link schemes. The performance gain of BAMR was due to the fact that the virtual full-duplex operation was employed more frequently and packets were not trapped in the buffers for several time slots, whereas the performance degradation observed in the other two schemes resulted from the use of one single-link activation due to which packets tended to remain for several time-slots in the buffers.

6. Future Work

Though there has been significant progress in buffer-aided (BA) relay selection in the last few years, there are still challenges that need to be overcome before it can be widely adopted. Emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications require ubiquitous access to the wireless medium and need flexibility in the transmission, scheduling, and distribution of data. Employing BA relays can result in significant gains in the robustness of such networks in supporting IoT applications. Device-to-device (D2D) communication can enormously benefit from BA relaying to afford improved frequency reuse and better off-loading, leading to increased revenues for the service providers. Proactive caching is another interesting domain wherein BA relay selection algorithms can be integrated to improve load balancing and reduce the bottlenecks in the core network.

6.1. Internet of Things

IoT is giving rise to new challenging and exciting applications, such as smart energy management. As the number of connected devices increases exponentially, with each exchanging data for a wide variety of applications such as smart transportation, e-health, and smart homes, the requirement for efficient use of the spectrum becomes paramount. BA relaying can enhance spectral efficiency while maintaining desirable throughput and low outage. One of the key requirements for IoT applications is flexibility in transmission, which is also the attribute of BA relaying. Thus, BA relay selection can be considered as an important enabling technique for the emerging IoT age.

6.2. D2D Communications

Device-to-device (D2D) communications will be one of the key feature in future cellular networks, with the objective of increasing the capacity of the cellular network, while keeping interference to a minimum level. Whenever the direct link fails to provide necessary performance between user equipment (UE), relay-assisted multi-hop transmission could be adopted. Besides minimizing interference, another factor to be taken into account is the optimal assignment of relays to the D2D
pair without compromising the QoS of the cellular network. BA relaying provides flexibility in relay selection and thus is an important research area in D2D communications.

6.3. Proactive Caching

As discussed in [9], caching will play a significant role in future communication systems and networks. It can improve load balancing and reduce the bottlenecks in the core network. The possibility of caching data in base stations and UEs through the prediction of the demand for popular data can outline the role of cooperation and data relaying. Since context awareness and social networks are necessary characteristics for proactive caching, a wide range of BA relay selection schemes can be developed to support proactive caching.

7. Conclusions

Maximizing the utilization of the limited spectrum resource is the most critical task in a wireless communication system, as it leads to enhanced capacity, coverage, and QoS provisioning. A cognitive radio network (CRN) attempts to exploit the unused licensed spectrum of an existing network dynamically (primary network) to provision a secondary network that can optimize the spectrum utilization, as well as afford additional communication services. The integration of buffer-aided relaying in wireless networks helps to improve spectral efficiency and coverage, albeit that this could result in increased delays. In this work, the focus is on improving the performance of a CRN that includes buffer-aided (BA) relays. The proposed buffer-aided multi-hop relay selection (BAMR) scheme improves the delay performance through virtual duplexing using a cluster of relays. BAMR takes into account both the inter-relay interference and the transmission power constraint imposed by the primary network. The performance evaluation of BAMR has been carried out using Markov modeling and Monte Carlo simulations. The results, collected in terms of throughput, outage, and average end-to-end delays, have clearly demonstrated the substantial performance improvement achieved with BAMR in comparison to other contemporary schemes. BAMR takes into account the delays both at the source and the relay cluster, while ensuring better spectral efficiency and reduced outage. BAMR performs well in both DTN and non-DTN environments. It not only reduces the queue lengths at the relay buffers through prioritized link selection ability, but also keeps queues at the source to minimum lengths through virtual duplexing. The adaptive data rate feature of this scheme enables it to transmit more than one packet in a single time slot whenever a favorable condition, in terms of SINR, allows for it.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRN</td>
<td>Cognitive radio network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Buffer aided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAFD</td>
<td>Buffer-aided full-duplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTN</td>
<td>Delay-tolerant network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IID</td>
<td>Independent and identically distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Loop interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>Channel state information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Markov chain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DPC dirty paper coding
FD full duplex
LTE Long-Term Evolution
PU primary user
SU secondary user
VFD virtual full duplex
DF decode and forward
AF amplify and forward
CoF compute and forward
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
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